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Sheila Harper
Revelation
One by one, the glowing crystals embedded in the cave walls
dimmed until only a few remained to soften the darkness of the
great cavern. Despite the similarity to concert hall lights dimming
before the start of a performance, Dr. Kelly Trahern shivered.
Suddenly the Nevada desert outside seemed as distant as the moon.
From the darkness, a single shaft of light illumined the tall figure
of the Dreamweaver, who stood, head bowed. Harp-like sounds
rippled through the dark cavern as his fingers stroked the crystals
on the instrument in his palm. Raising his head, his voice pure and
haunting, he sang of ancient times, of Meldhrin who risked death
among the Dailrin to see the Renewer when He walked the earth. As
the last note faded, he gestured, and the beam pin-pointed a young
couple holding hands and laughing and weeping. “Joy comes in the
morning!” the singer cried. The light crystals brightened, and the
crowd of young, beautiful Meldhrin surged toward the pair.
Kelly stopped his friend Daimros. “What are you celebrating?”
The young man paused to consider his answer, and Kelly lifted
his digital recorder in anticipation. “Tomorrow,” Daimros began,
then rattled off two of the complicated Meldhran names and
translated them: “Truth-sayer and Morning Star join Kwensontar.”
“Tomorrow? When? Where?”
“At sunrise on Deiwar Gweran.”
The Mountain of God. He should have guessed that. Where else
would they join God?
And it was accessible. Bunker Hill, the peak that loomed over the
Meldhran cave dwelling, was rugged and steep, but the ascent was a
scramble rather than a rock climb.
Daimros’s voice sharpened. “We’ve opened our home to you,
Kelly. But the joining ceremony is not for your Dailran eyes.”
Kelly watched the young Meldhros join his friends. Great. This
ceremony might explain where all the older Meldhrin had gone, and
he was forbidden to attend it.
“’Joining Kwensontar.’ Is that a Meldhran wedding?” Jim
Brocklin asked from behind him.
Kelly shook his head, his lip curling. “Those two―” he tipped his
head toward the pair in the middle of the celebration "―have been
living together this whole time.”
Brocklin shrugged. “So?”
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Kelly resisted the urge to roll his eyes. The Meldhrin didn’t even
have a word for sexual activity apart from a lifetime commitment.
“They’re already married. Besides, they aren’t joining each other.
Or haven’t you figured out yet that Kwensontar is their name for
God?” He shoved past his fellow anthropologist.
Brocklin followed him from the cavern into the moonlit Nevada
night. “That’s unprofessional, Trahern.”
“You should know.”
“There was nothing unprofessional about moving up my
publication date.”
“No. Just in claiming my theory in the first place.”
Brocklin’s lips tightened. “That was ten years ago. How can we
work together here if you can’t forgive the past?”
“We aren’t. This is my study. If you want to convince the dean to
keep you on, find one of your own and leave mine alone.” The old
rage strangling him, Kelly flung himself down the path to his camp.
In his tent, Kelly lit the gas lantern and paged through his latest
notebook, snorting at his comments and finally flinging the journal
onto the canvas-covered floor. For all he had to show after two
months of work, he might as well quit and save the university
the decision of which non-tenured professor―him or Brocklin―
to release. His observations were impossible: a mature culture
peopled only by youths and children; a religious society without
priests, sacraments, or institutions; a dry, sunlit cave dwelling,
lighted and heated without electricity or fire; a population living in
a lush garden in the Nevada desert without irrigation, chemicals,
or mechanization. Despite Dr. Ezra Houck’s conclusions after
discovering the Meldhrin a century before, despite reports from a
few anthropological expeditions since, the Meldhrin weren’t just a
religious cult or obscure Indian tribe.
But Kelly couldn’t ignore his scientific training. He sighed,
picked up his notebook, and began recording his observations of
the evening celebration. The lantern flared and dimmed until he
could no longer read his writing, and he tossed the notebook onto
the box on top of the pile by the door. An old black-and-white photo
fluttered to the ground, one of several dozen which Miss Houck―
the anthropologist’s daughter—had lent him as he was leaving for
the Meldhran village.
He bit back an oath. He’d been so busy observing the Meldhrin
that he still hadn’t gotten through all of the pictures. Kelly picked up
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the photo, but the flickering light blurred the image, and he set it on
top of his notebook. Angels, the old woman called them when she
showed him her photographs―100 years worth―of the Meldhrin.
But he didn’t believe in angels. He turned off the lantern and
crawled onto his cot.
A sound, a breath of air, something. Kelly jerked awake, his heart
booming. He mimicked sleep and searched the tent with his ears.
Nothing. He cracked one eyelid. Only the blackness of the tent
greeted him. The presence, whatever had awakened him, was gone.
He listened for sounds outside the tent as the adrenaline slowed
its wild rush through his veins. Silence―no, movement. Feet
brushing through grass. Kelly dressed and crept to the doorway,
skirting his stacked notes. He eased the flap open.
The moon had set, so Kelly saw only dim shapes against the
stars. But a light darted among the trees. Brocklin. He ducked
through the canvas opening and after the bobbing gleam of light.
He slipped past the cavern and densely grown garden, following
the tree-lined creek. Brocklin’s flashlight vanished, and the
gossiping voices of wind and water covered other sounds. It didn’t
matter: he knew where Brocklin was going. Kelly grinned and
started up the hillside.
“Kelly, stop.”
Heart leaping into his throat, he whirled. “Daimros! Don’t sneak
up on me like that!”
The Meldhros materialized from the darkness. “You mustn’t
watch the joining, Kelly. It will cost your life.”
“What do you mean? Will your people kill me?” He understood
taboo-breaking, but this was twenty-first century America.
“We’ll do you no injury. Nonetheless, it will cost your life.
Kelly—” Daimros’s voice cracked “—as your friend, I ask this.
Don’t go up Deiwar Gweran.”
And let Brocklin steal this discovery, too? No way. “You let
Brocklin go.”
“I warned James, but he ignored me. He’ll pay the penalty.”
Although most of Meldhran society was a mystery to Kelly, one
thing he knew: the Meldhrin valued truth-telling more than any
people he had ever studied. Nothing was reason enough to lie, to
anyone.
Of course, that didn’t mean they couldn’t be mistaken.
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Except … had Daimros ever told him anything that turned
out to be in error? Even when the Meldhros made unbelievable
statements? Kelly thought back….
When Kelly found the little boy who had fallen while rock
climbing, he wanted to take the child to the hospital in Fallon. But
Daimros told him that the boy would be all right, that the healer
would take care of him. And the next day, the youngster was
running with the other children, his leg as straight and sturdy as if
Kelly had only imagined it bent at that horrible angle….
… And that time Kelly got between a bear cub and its mother,
and the sow bear charged him. He didn’t have a gun or even a sturdy
stick with him, but Daimros called him, assuring him that the bear
wouldn’t hurt him. And as Daimros approached, the bear dropped
to her feet and, skirting around Kelly, waddled through the bushes
toward her cub….
… And the time Brocklin wanted to study one of the glowing
crystals that the Meldhrin used as energy sources, and Daimros
warned him not to take it back to their Dailran world. They would
be disappointed, he said. But Brocklin took the crystal on their
next trip to Kingston to check their mail, and when he pulled it
out to show a geologist from the gold mine, it was only a chunk of
common milk quartz….
As memory after memory flicked through his mind, Kelly
realized he had plenty of reason to believe Daimros was telling him
the exact truth about what would happen. And that meant―“For
God’s sake, you’ve got to stop him! You can’t just let him go to his
death!”
“We can’t take away his right to choose.”
“What―? That’s crazy! You’re talking about his life.”
“If we deny him his choice, we steal his humanity and make him
a beast. That’s worse than any loss of life.”
Kelly started to answer but stopped. How could he address such
a perspective? Tell Daimros that taking away each other’s right to
choose was an enduringly popular activity?
Besides, this was his chance to get rid of Brocklin. Yet … did
stealing a colleague’s research deserve death?
A conscience was so inconvenient. He sighed. “If your people
won’t do anything, I have to.”
“What?”
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“Stop him and persuade him to come back.”
Daimros studied Kelly for a moment and then silently raised his
head. After a moment, the Meldhros said, “James is halfway up the
mountain. Serkrom and Maltis will try to convince him to return―
or delay him in conversation if he will not be persuaded. And I will
help you overtake him.”
Chasing someone up a mountain in the dark was harder than
Kelly had expected. Clawing his way through brush and juniper
trees, tripping and sliding on scree, scrambling up the slope with
his hands as much as his feet, his eyes fixed on Daimros’s back,
while above them the sky lightened toward dawn. He gasped, each
breath clogged with dust and phlegm, choking him, stabbing his
chest. Beside a tall juniper, he hawked and spat. Thirty-five wasn’t
old, and he was in decent shape, but Daimros was running up that
mountain. Kelly looked for a light on the still-dark hillside. “Are we
catching him?”
Daimros cocked his head to one side. “He has passed Serkrom
and is approaching Maltis.” He scanned the ascent before them.
“Come! There is still time.”
Daimros bounded over rocks like a cougar; Kelly clambered
over them, slipping and cracking his knee. He limped after Daimros
through the oak brush, spiny branches slashing his face. Sweat
stung the scratches, and a torch seared his lungs. He tried to distract
himself. How did Daimros contact the other Meldhrin? Miniaturized
CIA transceivers? But he still had to talk. Sub-vocalization? No―
that didn’t really work. What did that leave? Telepathy?
First angels, now telepaths. At this rate, he’d be writing a pseudoscientific book about survivors of Atlantis settling in Nevada’s
Toiyabe Mountains. “Daimros,” he panted, “how do you know―”
The Meldhros stopped on the outcropping above him. “Know
what?”
“Where―where Brocklin is?”
Daimros cocked his head, his puzzled expression clearly visible
in the growing light. “I asked Kwensontar.”
Of course. Kelly was trying to work out how to test whether
the Meldhrin really heard from God or not when he tripped over a
root―and stayed down, whooping for air. Daimros came back to
help him, but Kelly waved him off. This was crazy. He was killing
himself for Brocklin. If he died, Brocklin would win….
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… but if he gave up, Brocklin would be gone, and the university
wouldn’t have to dismiss an anthro professor. And he was so tired.
He looked up and met Daimros’s dark eyes … and scowled at
the young Meldhros. The only thing worse than a conscience was a
friend’s look of disappointment.
They overtook their quarry at timberline. Both Kelly and
Brocklin were panting too hard to speak for a moment. “You can’t
watch,” Kelly finally gasped. “It’s forbidden.”
“I’m a scientist―” Brocklin sucked a breath to finish “―and
observing is―what scientists do.”
“Don’t give me that crap.” Kelly spat to clear the dust from his
mouth. “For once in your life, be honest. Admit your job means
more than their taboos.”
“Sure.” Brocklin’s laugh broke into a cough. After a moment, he
continued, “Don’t forget that I’ll pay with my life if I watch their
ceremony.”
Kelly ground his teeth. “They aren’t kidding, Jim. Something
terrible will happen if you stay.” Brocklin’s expression goaded him.
“For God’s sake, they’re telling the truth!”
“The truth? You lap up everything they tell you and call that
truth. You’re such a fool, Trahern!” He flourished a paper before
Kelly. “You’ve had the answer lying under your nose, and you’re
too blind to see it!”
That was one of Miss Houck’s pictures. “What’re you doing with
that?” He lunged toward Brocklin, who fled up the mountain.
The two men erupted onto the bare, rocky peak―and stopped.
Several hundred Meldhrin stood hand-in-hand in a double semicircle below three who wore blue robes. Under the pearly sky, Kelly
recognized the Dreamweaver and the couple joining Kwensontar.
The singer’s melody soared above the relentless wind, and Kelly’s
throat ached though he didn’t understand the words.
This was it. The joining ceremony. He grabbed Brocklin’s arm.
“C’mon. We’ve got to go.” But he didn’t move.
Brocklin jerked away. “Don’t be ridiculous.”
The Dreamweaver kissed the couple and then stepped back as the
first sunlight touched their striking young faces. Kelly stared, unable
to tear his gaze away.
“Kelly, please.”
At Daimros’s agonized whisper, he began to turn his head. The
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sun inched upward, outlining the two Meldhrin in fire, and he
paused.
“Kelly.”
He closed his eyes and faced Daimros.
Strong hands gripped his shoulders, and he slowly opened his
eyes. Daimros’s eyes shone like stars in his radiant face. The wind
shrieked and clawed at Kelly from the mountain peak behind
him, but it barely ruffled Daimros’s hair. The Meldhros focused
above Kelly’s head, and his face blazed with a light not from
the sun, which was rising behind him. It hurt Kelly to see such
transcendence, and he bowed his head. Images from childhood Bible
school crossed his mind: a man whose face shone like the sun, a city
lit by the glory of God, a chariot of fire escorting a man to heaven.
Mysticism, that refuge of the gullible and incompetent. But he
kept his gaze on his feet until the burning light faded. The wind
swirled a stiff paper past him, and he picked it up, recognizing the
picture Brocklin had stolen. He smiled at the Model-T cars lining
the street, smiled at the old clothing and hairstyles―and lost the
smile when he recognized the man in the picture.
Kelly looked from the dark eyes in the photograph to the dark
eyes in that unchanged face. Time-travelers? Long-lived extraterrestrials? Miss Houck’s angels? “Why the joining ceremony?”
“We are sojourners here. Eventually we grow weary―and
homesick.”
“For—?”
Daimros smiled suddenly. “Not another planet or another time.
What you call … heaven.”
Kelly shivered at the answer to questions he hadn’t asked aloud.
“Are you angels?”
“Kelly, we’re born and grow up. We marry. We raise families …
like any other people. Angels can’t do that.”
Like any other people? Not even close. “But people don’t
stay young forever.” Or heal a shattered leg overnight, or stop an
attacking bear without a word, or do any of the other impossible
things he had seen this summer.
“Do you remember what the Bible says about the fall of man?”
Impatience swept over Kelly, and he shook his head. “I’m an
anthropologist, not a preacher.”
Daimros said softly, “The snake was more cunning than any of
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the other wild animals that Kwensontar had made. One day it came
to the woman and asked, ‘Did Kwensontar tell you not to eat fruit
from any tree in the garden?’
“The woman answered, ‘Kwensontar said we could eat fruit from
any tree in the garden, except the one in the middle. He told us not
to eat fruit from that tree. If we do, we will die.’
“’No, you won’t!’ the snake replied. ‘Kwensontar knows what
will happen on the day you eat fruit from that tree. You will see
what you have done, and you will know the difference between right
and wrong, just as He does.’
“Again the woman said, ‘Kwensontar told us not to eat it,’ and
the serpent left her until a better time.”
Kelly frowned. “But someone ate the fruit in the story, didn’t
they?”
“Yes. One of Adam and Eve’s descendents. Kandros. The one you
know as Cain.”
“But what does that have to do with anything?”
“The Bible follows Cain and his descendants. But what happened
to the others?”
Kelly had never thought about it. The Biblical account was
obviously a myth designed to explain the origin of humans, and
myths couldn’t be explained logically. “You mean, the ones who
didn’t fall?” he began. But the answer struck him like a lash, and he
caught his breath. “You? The Meldhrin?”
Daimros smiled faintly, and Kelly reeled under the rush of
possibilities that flooded his mind. The myths and legends that could
be explained if it was true.…
And yet … “What a risk you ran, letting us stay and study you.”
A chipmunk darted onto a nearby rock and, quivering, stretched
its head toward Daimros. Gravely, he stroked its striped back. “You
and James were so—broken when you came, Kelly. We agreed your
need was worth our risk.”
Kelly shook his head. If he published his discovery, his people
wouldn’t hesitate to experiment on the Meldhrin to learn the secret
of their deathless youth. Yet the Meldhrin had risked their home,
their freedom to help two outsiders recover their humanity.
He frowned suddenly. That kind of risk-taking didn’t fit with
Daimros giving Brocklin a single warning and letting him go. “You
said you couldn’t take away Brocklin’s right to choose. I thought
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that meant you wouldn’t try to stop him.”
“No, only that we couldn’t ... physically restrain him to keep him
away.” Daimros shook his head. “But we couldn’t abandon him,
either. That’s why three of us stayed behind instead of attending the
joining ceremony. To do what we could to convince you and James
not to go. “
“What of Brocklin?” Kelly was afraid to look, afraid to see a
pillar of salt or some other impossibility.
“We will care for him.”
Kelly turned. Jim Brocklin knelt, still facing the mountaintop,
arms and head lifted to the sky. Beyond him, the Meldhrin watched
silently, the Dreamweaver standing alone on the mountain’s crest.
Stepping forward, Kelly touched his old rival’s shoulder. “Jim,
let’s go.”
Brocklin didn’t respond. Kelly walked around to face him―and
recoiled. “He’s blind!”
“He sees only my friends’ translation―forever.”
“But―you said he would die.”
“I said it would cost him his life. And he has lost himself beyond
any hope.”
Years of resentment and rivalry, ended forever. “Thank you.”
“For stopping you?”
He shook his head. Not for removing his rival, either. “For
helping me try―” He gestured at Brocklin and then started down
the mountain to burn his notes.
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Janet Sheridan
Last Intersection
A week ago, I ran away from my life. I didn’t go in style. I drove
away from the trailer in a rusted-out Grand Marquis with a fakeleather top scabbed into patches that stood up and flapped good-bye
in the breeze. I bounced the battered buggy from puddle to puddle
along rain-clogged County Road 89, breathing the familiar smell of
mildew from the time Jack drove home drunk, after an unexplained
3-week absence, and left the car door wide open in a blizzard. We
yelled, made up, and yelled again for 24 hours.
“If I’m going to live with a fatso, it might as well be with you,
Ruby, a cute fatso with a job,” he said.
“Yeah, well, maybe I’ll give you a fat lip,” I responded. Jack
spluttered Bud Lite all over himself; said I was spunky.
Caught up in the steps of our familiar dance, we didn’t notice the
snow mounding up inside the old junker. Since then, whenever it
rains, the smell of mildew rises from its seats like fog lifting from a
lake. My gifts from Jack: mildew and the kids asleep in the trailer.
I drove through the drenched night, glancing in the rear-view
mirror at the bare bulb glowing from the trailer porch, seeping
through the downpour to beckon me back. I clamped my mind tight
against its flickering plea, against thoughts of the babies, and drove.
Entering Alton, I passed the middle school, which looked as
outdated and weary as I felt. For three years, I’d slept in its stuffy
classrooms—even English, which I liked. The teacher, a lunatic
with wild hair, talked too loud, read us stuff he wrote, and said good
things about my poems. But I slept anyway: tired from late nights
raising my mom.
“Another loser,” Eva would slur as I waded through whiskey
fumes to wrestle off her clothes and put her to bed, “I should’ve
known not to go with him when I saw him wink real big at the
bartender. A loser. Just like all of them.”
Eva now lives off Fourth Street in an asphalt-sided house with
a leaking tin roof, duct tape on the cracked front window, and
derelict cars parked in the dirt yard—one of those hopeless houses
you examine each time you drive by, so you can feel appalled at the
trashy way people choose to live.
Mom and her latest loser, Bill of the disability checks and
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roving hands, share four rooms with yapping dogs and emptied
whiskey bottles. The last time I saw her, she swayed in the doorway,
scrabbling to retrieve a bra strap drooped to her elbow, and shouted,
“You were never any good, Ruby. I’m telling you, you’re no damn
good.”
But I hear from her every month. She calls to see if I’ll make her
car payment. I won’t be dropping in for a chat with Eva tonight, but
I suppose she’ll get a call from my Sunny tomorrow.
Beyond the school, midnight ink softened the neglected homes
dotting this section of town like discolored teeth in a meth-user’s
smile. It’s hard for a neighborhood to look cheerful with policeline tape sagging in front of an abandoned home and boarded-up
windows adorning another.
I rolled through the traffic signal that bossed deserted streets
and turned on Success Street, which looked more defeated than
successful: beaten by droning rain and closed businesses. I used to
track Eva in this area. I’d find her at the Stagger Inn or Curly’s when
anger drove me out of the house, away from my sisters and their
hunger. We’d eat what there was, then the only food we saw was on
TV. You can’t go to school on that.
Passing Food Town I checked out the cars huddled in a corner
of the parking lot to see who was pulling nights in the bakery. I quit
working there when Jack’s social security checks began arriving:
no more long nights ignoring the dirty jokes of my boss as I molded
roses for wedding cakes and waited for my break.
At Synder Lane, I turned left into the Kum and Go with its gas
pumps lined up like tollbooths and its promise of cigarettes, beer,
and lottery tickets: my passes to paradise.
“That’s me,” I muttered, looking at the sign,“ I’ve come; next,
I’m going to go.”
I pushed into the cold air of the store behind a skinny runt
wearing bell-bottom polyester pants and a cocky attitude. He held
the door for me as his close-set eyes traced my body.
Thinking that the poor sap must like his women overweight,
worn-out, and uninterested, I brushed by.
A familiar figure slouched behind the counter, gnawing her
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fingernails with her teeth like a frantic squirrel. I didn’t need any
of that tweaker’s crap. I grabbed a six-pack of Bud, asked for two
lottery tickets and a pack of Marlboros, and slammed a handful of
crumpled bills and quarters on the counter.
She wiped her nose on the sleeve of her NASCAR sweatshirt,
counted the money, looked out from behind lifeless black hair, and
whined, “Jeez, you’re short here, Ruby. Give me a break. You trying
to cheat a friend or can’t you count? You a kindergarten dropout or
something?”
“You keep talking to me like I’m stupid, I’m going to rip a few
of those studs out of your ugly nose.” I leaned into her face until she
looked away. “I know I didn’t give you enough money. Here, keep
the fricking tickets.”
The slick-haired rodent who’d eyeballed me at the door
swaggered over, doing his Al Pacino imitation. “Hold on, I’ll get
those for you, little lady.”
I turned, disgusted by the nicotine-stained teeth hanging out
of his suggestive smirk, and exited into a damp night of gasoline
fumes and distant stars, fighting back tears and cuss words: two
kids at home, a funeral behind me, a lecture from a user in need of
a dye job, and an offer from a creep eager to hit on any woman who
looked possible.
What made him think I’d be interested? Goddammit.
As I ground on the key, trying to scare the old car into life, I
pictured 8-year-old Sunny in her faded princess nightgown, soothing
Scotty and watching for headlights on the trailer’s blinds. I heard
her tear-stained questions: “Where were you, Mommy? Where’d
you go?” and saw Scotty struggling in her skinny arms, trying to
break free, run to me, and smear me with his runny nose.
“I can’t do it. Jesus, I can’t do it.” I wailed to the rasp of the key.
“They aren’t even mine.”
“Lady,” the rat-faced man rapped at my window, yelling through
a cloud of cigarette smoke, “let me help.”
“I don’t need your bleeping help.”
“I’m headed to L.A. with a load of tires and could use some
companionship. I’ll be sleeping in my cab at the rest stop on
Highway 30 if you change your mind.”
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The engine caught, and I backed abruptly. Startled, he jumped
clear, shrugged, and turned toward the rumble of his truck’s engine.
“Loser,” I thought. But I watched every step of his bow-legged strut
to the semi.
Jack was buried two months ago after a funeral made pitiful
by the sparse crowd it attracted: me, the confused kids, a couple
of his deadbeat friends, some of the crew from the bakery, and his
resigned-looking mom. No Eva.
Untreated epilepsy. The bastard never told me he quit taking the
pills that controlled his fits. Two kids, and he rolls twitching and
blithering on the floor and dies before the ambulance gets there.
Why couldn’t he have done it during his time-out with Edie Mae?
Why’d he come home to us just to die?
Why’d he die?
I put my head on the steering wheel and blubbered. The semi
pulled out of the littered parking lot and renewed rain beat against
the bedraggled car. The clerk watched me through smeared glass,
her fingernails under attack, but made no move.
Aware of her eyes, I controlled my useless sobs. I didn’t need
anybody’s pity. I drove back into the center of town where the
traffic lights signaled an empty world, the “x” was missing from the
Texaco sign, and everyone knew my troubles.
At the last intersection, I stopped: sat through three lights, sipped
beer, took deep drags, and studied rain-slick highway 30 stretching
ahead. Another green turned yellow, then red. And another. I dug in
my purse for lipstick and eyeliner and tilted the rearview mirror.
As I looked at myself in its shadowed surface, I saw my mother
looking back.
When the light changed, I turned onto 89.
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Janele Husband

Blanketed Deer, photograph
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Peter Bergmann
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Winter Aspens, photograph

Barb Gregoire

Preacher’s Tree, ceramic
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Mary Slack
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Alli’s Carnival, photograph

Mary Slack
3220 E ½ Road
We got in from California
the gray walls tattered, scarred
Mom showed us how to paint them blue
Benjamin taught us to bleach our hair
all seven of us
Dad made him stand in the corner til nine
We could leave the table if we ate our sweet potatoes
washed dishes during the commercials
I slept with Mom and Dad to escape my frozen room
and the monsters
Summer brought Buddy with his wagging tail
and Ryan’s first ugly green car
Andrea, Mandy, and I put lemon juice on our freckles
hoping they’d disappear
We painted the house green
Ryan stayed out with all the wrong girls
I started sleeping in my own bed
Mom and Dad started saying loudly
the words they told us not to
Benjamin hit Melissa in the nose
broke it
I was just one too many in the house
I still didn’t know how to tie my shoes
Buddy got hit by a car
Grandma came over for reinforcement
helped Mom move her stuff
five streets away
“You’re ruining my life” is all Dad said
and the seven of us
helped him paint our house blue
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Sue Beachman
Twenty Dead Crows
A pallid winter sun fades
without protest
into January’s grey cloak of dawn.
Twenty lifeless crows,
no longer seeking this sun’s feeble warmth,
lay strewn carelessly across a field
exhausted by last week’s storm.
Snow dust,
frozen hard and brilliant like heavy grains of sugar,
cling stubbornly to ebony feathers
tucked tightly against stilled breasts.
A farmer, wearing brown corduroy,
squints against morning’s flat winter light.
He nudges one small crow
with his steel toe boot.
But bitter frozen earth
has already claimed this blood’s life.
The two lay bonded together,
stiff in the skins of each other’s embrace.
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Yuri Chicovsky
Excerpt from a Letter to a Non-Hunter
I ﬁnd myself so often
mute in the woods, particularly
in a situation like this week:
when I shot too far forward on a bull
and blasted his shoulder blade,
leaving him injured, but not mortally,
limping away into the dusklight.
I would kill for words
to sing that blood
that amounted to nothing
but regret
back into his chest
or else the arrow
into that sacred slot and my shame into
a shameless song.
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Sweetheart: A Poem
When you remember your dreams they are what I have forgotten
about mine. As with my cages: they aren’t meant to contain but
sometimes they do and gently you produce the key I swallow
and turn it until the iron sounds like ice
breaking free of a tyrannical glacier. Which produces waves:
I swallow them and remember
my cages aren’t meant to contain but sometimes
they do and gently.
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David Morris
The Alkali Fire North of Maybell
A bolt of florescent silver light
birthed and tossed indifferent down
by a disgruntled passing cloud
mushroomed
into calamitous flame.
Goaded on
by the screams
of a whirling wind
waves of scarlet wrath
winged their nimble way
across thousands of acres
of defenseless desert.
Now the fevered hills
have cooled.
I careful step
across a vast
blackened scarred and sterile land
while dust devils
giant brown-gray spinning tops
lift scorched soils
up and off
to distant
safer
places.
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Bluff, Utah
A half hour prior
to the frosty conclusion
of a cloudless
star bright
mid-October night
clustered coyotes
scream and howl and shriek
in a frenzied attempt
to kick start the dawn.
These desert canines
clearly enamored
with the high-pitched roar
of their own dissonant sound
can’t
or won’t
sleep in
so
bottom line
no one else
is going to
either.
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Fox Tale
So I’m belly to the ground
and closing in careful
right?
I’m up against a gray sage
famished
and lunch is scampering around
oblivious
can’t see me smell me
hear me
what with myself
working on the sly
and the wind
throwing a tantrum.
The dinner bell is about to ring
when this guy blunders on the scene
walking his damn dog
and just like that beyond quick
me
the dog
dinner
the wind
everything
is on the frenetic fly.
Why that guy had to show up
stick his nose in
right at the wrongest time
I’ll never know
But I do get this much
he wasn’t there to eat
I doubt he even likes vole.
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Ally Palmer
Lunacy
It is night now
Dark with all its demise
The moon ruminates in the lake
Ripples make the moon creep up on me
Unmasking my true identity
Taking revenge on my dejected ways
Trying to steal back the breath from me
Drawing me in with its intrinsic beams
The pure silences deafen me
There is no hiding it from this place
Night is tattooed on my soul.
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Rose Peterson
Invention 54
When the snow melts
What does it become?
A shadow of a grayer World
Haunting the season of sun?
What do blue carrots from the Grave
Have to do with literature?
Why does the whole universe
Search cancer for its cure?
What if there was no searching?
No Ideas, Inventions, Thoughts?
Only a moment for survival
In the now was taught.
A cleaner world of useless flesh
Instead of humanity, Haunting
The holes and forests where
otherwise culture succeeds.
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Janet Sheridan
Personal Bias
Pulled down from the mountains by
on-rushing traffic, joining
the pinball played across lanes,
we drive into Denver, then walk its downtown.
We stroll as the sun
slips behind buildings
disguised by massed sameness,
like too many pine trees crowding a trail.
We step around scat—moist spots and
stained wrappers—hearing the
woodpecker cadence of women
who stride in spike heels insufferably high.
Voices leavened by drink
rise from sidewalk cafes—
pointless chatter of blackbirds
from chokecherry trees.
Dumpsters squat heavy over
bags that seep leavings,
like pockmarked cliffs
above boulders, self-spawned.
Faces drift by
diverse in their colors—
high-mountain leaves blown
by the wind.
The homeless stake cardboard
claims in warm crannies,
and huddle like winterkill
hidden by sage.
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Street entertainers persist
through indifference,
cottonwoods stationed
along a sparse stream.
Our views of the new
are prey to our knowns
We drove out of the mountains and
found ourselves home.
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Yuriy Struzhinskiy
Letters
We write letters and don’t send them
Yes, we barely breathing. Yes, we will breathe no more
We are infinitely less, but there always could’ve been more
But we write letters and don’t mail them
There’s not enough of us for somebody, always
Only if we could see thoughts weaved by loneliness
Only if we knew the suffering that will make us fall in love
More or Less
Only if we heard forgiveness from the mouths of the wicked
We could simply find and doze off in enragement
Only if we could leave without thinking
We’d pass everything at the edge of creation, and more
We could be writing letters. Just can’t write no more.
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Roberta Hawks

Tempest in a Teapot, ceramic
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Sue Beachman

Great Divide, photograph
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Janele Husband

Evening Reflections at Rainbow Park, photograph
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Kathy Simpson

3 Blaze, photograph
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Yuri Chicovsky

Kin, photograph
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Peter Bergmann

Golden Globes, photograph
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Mary Slack

Polihale Flame, photograph

Bill Muldoon
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Double-Sided Tree of Life, ceramic

Laurie Sorensen
Inhaling a Nail
Sometimes an action taken without thinking first can have
unimaginable consequences. When I hurry to accomplish too many
tasks for the time I have, I often do stupid things. Usually, the worst
consequence is a smashed finger or a bruise, which then serves as a
reminder to slow down and think about what I’m doing for a while.
However, about five years ago, I was not so lucky. My husband
James and I had just rented a house in Hoquiam, Washington, near
Olympia, to be closer to work, and we planned to move in as many
necessary items as possible before dark—or, at the very least, move
in what was needed to spend the night and to go to work the next
morning. We got started later than we had planned, and even though
I was tired, I insisted we continue so that we could spend the night
in our new house. When we finally stopped, it was almost midnight.
The new house was unusual in that it had nearly wall-to-wall
windows. On some of the windows the blinds didn’t fit as well as
they should have, and gaps existed that might allow someone in
the alley to see in. This made me uncomfortable, so I decided to
use a small blanket to cover the windows. I grabbed the blanket,
a hammer, and a couple of small nails. Instead of waiting for help
from my husband, who was in the other room, I decided to do the
job myself.
The top of the window was quite high. I had to stand on my toes
and reach above my head to hammer the first nail. I put one of the
nails in my mouth, between my teeth, while hammering in the first
nail. The hammer slipped in my hand and knocked the blind loose.
I lost my balance, as well as the grip my teeth had on the nail, and,
at about the same time, I fell backwards.
Immediately I knew I was in trouble. I must have sucked in a
big breath when I had fallen because I could not breathe. The nail
was lodged in my airway. Just then my husband James came into
the room. He knew something was wrong. He asked me if I was
alright, but I could not speak. I just gasped, trying to get a breath.
I motioned for him to thump me on the back. He shook his head
and said “no” a couple of times, but he finally did what I asked.
However, nothing changed. I still could not draw a breath. I knew
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then that I had made a major mistake. I was starting to blackout.
My vision was fading and my whole body felt numb and tingly. Just
as I thought I was going to die, he thumped me on the back again,
and I sucked in a great big breath and felt a wonderful relief.
My relief was short-lived, however, when I realized that I had
not coughed out the nail. Where was it? I knew I had inhaled the
nail and panic set in—as well as regret for having James hit me
on the back rather than using the Heimlich maneuver. With every
breath I took, there was a sharp pain in the left side of my chest,
and something that felt like a muscle spasm. As much as I hated the
emergency room, I knew I needed to go and soon. Our truck still
had a loaded trailer attached, so James ran to his brother’s and woke
him up to drive us to the hospital.
An emergency room doctor came in after the nurse had taken
my vitals. He asked me what had happened, and he then reassured
me that I had not actually inhaled the nail. My vitals were fine,
and while I had indeed swallowed the nail, I was okay to go home.
He said I would be in real trouble and show signs of distress if I
had inhaled a nail. We left the exam room, but before we were out
the door the doctor stopped me. He said while we were there they
should take an x-ray to make certain the nail would be able to move
through the esophagus without trouble. After several x-rays were
taken, I could see an expression of concern on the x-ray tech’s face.
About ten minutes later the doctor returned and told me I did have a
problem. I had, in fact, inhaled the nail. But the hospital didn’t have
the specialist or necessary equipment to remove it, so I would have
to go to a larger hospital in Olympia. I was sent home for the night
to wait for a call the next morning, and told to return immediately if
I had any problems.
I had a long night with some problems and pain with breathing.
A morning telephone call came from a doctor in Olympia with an
appointment for surgery. We left for the city a couple of hours later,
arriving an hour before surgery. The doctor said that the nail was in
the lower left lobe of my left lung, and he wasn’t sure they could
remove it using a scope because it was so deep in the lung. I was
told all the potential problems the nail might cause if they could
not remove it with the scope, which included a punctured lung,
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bleeding, and pneumonia, and that was just for starters. If I was
lucky, my body would not reject the nail, and they could just leave
it in the lung, like shrapnel or other foreign objects are sometimes
left in the body. But this would be very unusual, he said. If the
nail could not be removed by the scope, more than likely another
surgeon would have to open my chest, which would be a last resort
and very serious.
An hour later I was in surgery. I woke up at around 8 p.m. that
night, and I still had my nail. The scope had failed.
I was terrified that I could die. One stupid mistake, like putting a
nail between my teeth, could kill me. It was time to call my family.
I hadn’t called because I was certain it would be taken care of, and
then I would call them. Of course my family was concerned and a
thousand miles away in Utah. Another appointment was scheduled
for me two days later with a second surgeon. Luckily I had no new
symptoms. I kept the appointment but never got to see the surgeon
because I was never told I needed to bring $300 to his office to be
admitted. Upset and unable to do much about my circumstances, I
tried to stay busy and returned to work. I had never been told not to
return to work—not in so many words, anyway.
Over the next week I kept busy, trying to not think about the
nail. But, as much as I tried, it was impossible. With any physical
exertion my chest would cramp and I would wheeze, reminding me
that I needed to be careful. Ten days after inhaling the nail, I started
having more pain and problems breathing and was sent home from
work early.
I didn’t go to the hospital, hoping the symptoms would go
away with rest. I went to bed early and woke up a few hours later
coughing badly, and nothing I did seemed to help. After about five
minutes I was able to drink some water and stopped coughing. I ate
a salad, and within ten minutes I felt sharp pain that seemed like it
was in the middle of my chest. After about thirty minutes the pain
increased. I was concerned, thinking the nail might have moved,
and I knew that could be dangerous. I went to the emergency room,
told them about the nail, and was taken immediately to an exam
room. They took another x-ray, but the x-ray technician saw no
nail. Another x-ray was taken of my abdomen and the nail was in
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my intestine. Apparently I had coughed up the nail and not known,
and then swallowed it when I drank water. Then the salad that I ate
moved the nail through my stomach. I was very lucky. The doctor
said the chances of coughing up that nail were maybe one in a
million. If I would have had that $300 for the surgeon’s fee, I would
probably have been recovering from major surgery, at best.
After this experience, I think things through better. At least I
hope I do. The consequences of putting a nail in my mouth could
have been much worse. After hearing about my experience, a lot
of people have told me that they have put things in their mouths
in the past, but think twice about it now. I really haven’t had many
problems as a result, but I can still feel the sharp pain sometimes
when I am outside in cold weather, and I choke easier. I don’t mind
the discomfort really. In fact, it reminds me that one little lapse of
judgment, even for a split second, can have lasting consequences.
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Ken “Howdy” Davis
My Brother Billy on a Bear Hunt

Billy was about 17 years old and was hunting with the Brady
boys up in the Suscon Hills. Towards evening, Billy found himself
separated and not able to locate the rendezvous site, mainly because
it had started getting pretty dark. Billy picked a direction that he
thought would take him out to the main road. After about an hour of
walking, Billy saw a light through the trees. He walked towards the
light until he happened upon a fairly large cabin. As he approached
the cabin, it sounded like a party was going on. He knocked on the
door and a great big bearded man opened the door and in a loud
voice said, “Who are you?” Billy explained who he was and that he
was lost. They had him empty his gun and place it outside in the bed
of a pickup. No loaded guns in the cabin. Good rule. They invited
Billy in and sat him down to a large feed of spaghetti and meat balls.
There were six other guys in the cabin. As he looked around, he saw
that they had about six jugs of dago red wine on the table and beer
cans all over the place. Billy didn’t know any of these guys, and he
later admitted that he was kind of scared of them.
Billy was just finishing up eating when there was a loud thump
at the door along with some fierce scratching. One of the guys said,
“Who’s fooling around?” He swung the door open and there stood a
giant black bear. One guy yelled, “I knew we should’ve put another
door in this place!” Now, here stands seven guys in a terrified pose.
The bear is growling and weaving side-to-side. About ten seconds
go by with both man and beast staring at one another. This cabin
had four windows that were up high and only 12 inches high by
24 inches long. These were all big guys, and not one of them had
a chance of getting through any of these windows. Assessing the
situation, Billy jumped up and yelled, “Grab a spoon and pot and
start beating on it!” Instantly they were all into the act, some beating
on the same pot.
Finally, after what seemed like an hour, the bear, shaken from
the terrible noise, took off. Out came the guns in case he came back.
Every guy in that cabin was now sober.
After a short while, the guys told Billy how to get to the road and
he loaded his rifle and started walking in pitch darkness out to the
road, which was about two miles away, to meet up with his friends
who’d been driving around looking for him.
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Jim DeLung
Who Will You Be After You Die?
“Pat Tillman, the former Arizona Cardinals safety who left
football to become an Army Ranger, was killed in southeastern
Afghanistan, U.S. officials said Friday.
Lt. Col. Matt Beevers, a spokesman for the U.S. military in
Kabul, confirmed that a U.S. soldier was killed Thursday evening,
but would not say whether it was Tillman. A military official at the
Pentagon confirmed it was Tillman.
Beevers said the soldier died after a firefight with anti-coalition
militia forces about 25 miles southwest of a U.S. military base at
Khost, which has been the scene of frequent attacks.”
- USA Today article printed on April 23, 2004
“Pat Tillman loved the game of football, yet he loved America
even more.”
-Former President George W. Bush
“Tillman was an American original: virtuous, pure and masculine
like only an American male can be.”
-Ann Coulter
“Never mind the fine print. Will I get to kill Arabs?”
-A representation of Pat Tillman meeting with an Army recruiter
in a comic strip made by Ted Rall. In the cartoon, Rall also refers to
Tillman as an “idiot” who “falsely believed Bush’s wars.”
“Neither Coulter nor Rall had any idea what motivated Pat
Tillman. Beyond his family and a small circle of close friends, few
people did.”
-Jon Krakauer in his book Where Men Win Glory: The Odyssey
of Pat Tillman
“I do not want the military to have any direct involvement with
my funeral.”
-Pat Tillman in a standard Army deployment form before being
deployed to Iraq
“Walter Sokalski, a spokesman for Army Special Forces
Command, said the Silver Star will be presented to Tillman’s family
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Monday during a public memorial service.”
-USA Today article printed on April 30, 2004
“You will see Pat again when a loving God reunites us all with
our loved ones.”
-Senator John McCain at Pat Tillman’s memorial service
“Pat’s a f***ing champion and always will be. Just make no
mistake, he’d want me to say this: he’s not with God he’s f***ing
dead. He’s not religious.”
-Richard Tillman, Pat Tillman’s brother, at Pat’s memorial
service
“I knew that things were gonna come out that were gonna make
that ceremony invalid. They had told me, ‘You need to keep your
mouth shut about it.’”
-Russell Baer, a member of Pat Tillman’s Army Ranger platoon
“Pat Tillman, the former Arizona Cardinals football player who
died in April while a U.S. soldier fighting in Afghanistan, likely was
killed by friendly fire, an Army investigation has concluded.”
-USA Today article printed on May 29, 2004
“Two days ago marked the third anniversary of the death of my
older brother Pat Tillman in Sperah, Afghanistan. To our family and
friends, it was a devastating loss. To the nation it was a moment
of disorientation. To the military it was a nightmare. But to others
within the government it appears to have been an opportunity.”
-Kevin Tillman, Pat Tillman’s brother, at the Congressional
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform’s hearing entitled
“Misleading Information from the Battlefield”
“I don’t recall precisely how I learned that he was killed.”
-Former Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld referring to
Pat Tillman at the Congressional Committee on Oversight and
Government Reform’s hearing entitled “Misleading Information
from the Battlefield”
“What they said happened didn’t happen, and so you have to set
the record straight.”
-Mary Tillman, Pat Tillman’s mother
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Peggy Gonzales
Bringing Home the Bacon
In the spring of 1942 Uncle Skinny had a sow who produced
13 little pigs. The runt usually doesn’t survive so he gave it to me.
The little guy was so tiny, so helpless and sweet, he brought out all
my maternal instincts. This pig was not going to die. A cardboard
box was located, an old blanket for a bed, and my Betsy Wetsy doll
bottle, which held about a tablespoon of milk. Mother allowed me to
keep the pig in my bedroom. Now, there is nothing more demanding
or insistent than the scream of a hungry pig. I was getting up every
three hours at night to warm milk and feed him. This was making
me very tired and one day I fell asleep in school. The teacher asked
if I was feeling well. When the situation was explained, she didn’t
say anything, just turned her back to me, and I saw her shoulders
shaking. She was laughing.
It soon occurred to me―if I put Pig in bed with me where he
would be warm and cozy, maybe he would sleep longer between
feedings. This was working quite well—that is until one night
when cousins Lois and Kathleen showed up at midnight and asked
to spend the rest of the night. Kathleen was in nursing training
in Oklahoma City, and her sister Lois had gone to visit her. They
caught the Trailways bus as far as our house and had pre-arranged
for their parents to pick them up the next morning. Mother brought
them into my room to sleep with me as we didn’t have a guest room.
When she pulled back the blankets, there was Pig all cozy and
warm. She snatched him up, threw him in his box, and stomped out
to the back porch, muttering about heathens.
I don’t actually remember what happened next, but Lois and
Kathleen never tired of telling me about it. Seems as soon as
Mother got all settled back in bed, I got up and brought Pig back
to bed. That made four in the bed. Lois and Kathleen couldn’t stop
laughing. They would almost get to sleep when one or the other
would snicker, then giggle, and then both would start laughing
again.
Time passed. Pig was growing into a fine, handsome fellow. He
was my constant companion, following me everywhere. Each day I
would save some small tidbit from my school lunch: an apple core,
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the corner of a sandwich, or half a cookie. As soon as I crossed the
highway and into our driveway, I would whistle as loud as possible.
Pig would come running and squealing as fast as he could. As he
munched and savored his little treat, he would gaze at me with his
little pig eyes in complete adoration.
Unfortunately, he soon discovered the sheer joy of rooting. First
he rooted up Mother’s flower bed. Then he proceeded to the garden.
Dad caught him in the act and threw him in the hog pen. Poor Pig
was miserable. After all, he was people. He shouldn’t have to live
with hogs. Every time he would hear me or see me, he would go
into a high pitched scream, which was very annoying.
My parents put up with this for a while, and then suddenly Pig
disappeared. They never told me what they did with him, and I was
always afraid to ask.
This was a farm and you ate what you raised.
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Bill Lawrence
Baseball, North Avondale Style

During my youth in the 1950’s, baseball was the most important
sport in the Arkansas Valley. The Pueblo Dodgers were a Class A
farm team of the Brooklyn Dodgers. Each middle school and high
school had baseball teams. After finishing high school, young men
from each town in the valley continued to play baseball. North
Avondale’s team was a mixture of Anglos and Mexicans. Boone was
mainly composed of Anglos. The Blende team was mainly Italians.
North Avondale had a baseball diamond, which was located
behind the beer joint. The backstop was made of chicken wire. It
was about 15 feet high; however, sometimes the chicken wire panels
were not securely wired to each other. Every now and then, on a
wild pitch, the ball would get through the panels and roll all the
way to the onion shed behind the backstop. Along the first and third
base lines was a chicken wire fence about 6 feet high, and in right
field there was an irrigation ditch that separated the ball field from a
farm field planted with tomatoes, onions or sugar beets. Fans could
park their cars behind the backstop and along the first and third base
lines. The dirt infield was not level and had potholes, which made
fielding ground balls an adventure. The outfield contained small
clumps of weeds, stickers and devil claws. On Sunday afternoons,
local town teams would use the diamond. Eric Nelson and I would
shag foul balls. We got paid a nickel for every ball we returned. The
weeds outside the diamond were so high that we sometimes couldn’t
find all the foul balls. Several days after the games we would
eventually find the strays. We believed in the rule “finders-keepers.”
The teams would also give us their cracked bats, which we would
repair with glue, tiny nails and black tape.
The most memorable games were between Avondale and Blende.
These games were always well attended by friends and families of
the ballplayers. When Blende’s town team played, all of the player’s
families showed up. Pickups would be backed up behind the fence,
and chairs would be placed in the back of the pickups so that the
spectators had a good seat to watch the game. It was quite a sight
to see the large Italian women sitting in the back of the pickups
fanning themselves on the hot summer days. The families would
bring food in coolers. The spread would include cappicola, salami,
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ham, tomatoes, watermelon, cantaloupe, and fresh baked bread and
hard rolls. There was always plenty of wine, water and beer to drink.
Likewise, each team would bring plenty of liquid refreshments to
keep themselves hydrated during the games. The more the Italians
ate and drank, the louder their cheers and taunts in Italian were
toward the opposing team and their fans.
The most memorable player for Blende was Jimmy DeLuca.
Jimmy was a giant. He was about 6’2” tall and weighed around
250 pounds. When Jimmy would come up to bat, his mother, who
was bigger than Jimmy, would stand up, wave her white hanky and
say, “Jimmy, hita you mama a homa run.” Most of the time Jimmy
would strike out, but every now and then he would connect and hit
the ball over the irrigation ditch.
After the adults completed their game, my friends and I would
take the field. Since the teams would take all the bases with them,
we would have to improvise. We would use gunny-sacks filled
with dirt for the bases and boards for home plate and the pitching
mound. Quite often the town team players would leave behind
chewing tobacco and an occasional beer. Since the adults could
chew tobacco and play baseball, we decided that we should try it. If
you swallowed tobacco juice, you would get dizzy and get the dry
heaves. After we took an occasional swig of beer, we were more
impressed. Needless to say, we were very impressed that the adults
could chew tobacco and play baseball at the same time. We didn’t
know if we would ever be able to be town team baseball players.
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Clancie Guinn		

		

Taking a Break (at Elkhead Ranch), drawing
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Peter Bergmann						
		

Sandhill Cranes, Yampa Valley, photograph

Kathy Simpson			
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Haliaeetus leucocephalus, photograph

Dan Minor
A Christmas Eve to Remember

The night was clear. Every star glistened brightly overhead. My
thoughts all seemed centered on the unfairness of where I was and
the irony of what I was doing on this sacred night.
No, it wasn’t just another routine night in the ‘Nam. It was
Christmas Eve, and I was stuck out along some flat, winding trail
in the lowlands playing Army and war. Too bad, but this wasn’t a
game.
I was among friends, which was of some consolation. These men
were some of the closest and most reliable friends anyone could
ask for. There was Joe, Vince, Charlie, Tom, Doc, and Kent. No
doubt about it, if I wasn’t with my family, I couldn’t ask for better
company. We found ourselves in a war and, because of this, we
certainly couldn’t celebrate Christ’s birthday in the normal ways we
were use to. Especially while on an ambush.
Our squad was positioned along a well used trail. We were near
the top of a rolling hill in the lowlands of the northern sector of
South Viet Nam. We hid behind some fairly dense bushes that were
about five feet high. The bushes covered at least fifty feet or more of
the hilltop. We were just off of the trail and facing northwest. About
a hundred meters down the hill was the Song Bo River that slowly
meandered its way through the lowlands to the South China Sea.
These rolling hills reminded me of those found on the eastern plains
of my home state of Colorado.
The trail was used during the day by rice farmers and villagers
herding water buffalo to their rice paddies. At night, the Viet Cong
and North Vietnamese Army used it to travel among the villages and
to the mountains with supplies for their troops. There were curfews
in force every night from dusk to dawn. If someone was out during
the curfew, he or she was probably the enemy.
Our squad sat, or half reclined, in the darkness watching the
surroundings closely for any unusual movement and listening for
sounds of danger in the darkness. At least that was supposed to be
our primary concern. However, because it was December 24th, I’m
sure each one of us was distracted in some way with thought about
home and the holiday.
The Christmas holiday meant that a cease fire had been agreed
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upon by the two opposing forces, but someone had to be out to
insure that no one cheated. We were one small group among the
many American soldiers who were called upon to “keep their eyes
peeled” throughout the Sacred Eve.
Our ambush site wasn’t much more than a mile away from our
base camp of Camp Evans. We could hear the sounds of Christmas
carols being played over the public address system throughout the
camp for the troops. How depressing, I thought to myself.
I rummaged through my rucksack looking for a treat. I found
one. I opened a can of C-rations that contained one of the season’s
favorite treats, fruit cake. I didn’t really like fruit cake, much less
that of the C-ration variety, but I longed for anything that allowed
me a small touch or at least a reminder of Christmases past. I
nibbled on the canned cake and longed for home.
My depression grew when I heard “Deck the Halls” playing in
the distance. I felt as if I was being robbed by not being able to join
in the chorus with a hardy, “Fa-la-la-la-la-la-la!”
For a few moments I listened and reflected on what might be
taking place back home in Denver. Christmas Eve was always
special. Like most families, mine followed certain rituals and
traditions, and I was missing them for the first time.
There was probably a Christmas Carol sing-along taking place
at my Grandma Armstrong’s. She’d be playing the piano in her
grand style. Right next to her would be one of my cousins dutifully
standing ready to turn the page of the music when she gave the
official nod to do so.
Everyone else would be gathered around the piano and sing
along—some enthusiastically, others less so. Of course, my aunts
and their daughters sang with the demeanor that they were making
beautiful music, and at that moment I realized that they were. There
were many times that I felt that they were singing just a tad too
high, but I didn’t care anymore. I only wanted to be there to hear
those beautiful voices.
Next I heard “Jingle Bells” with its happy notes floating through
the air. Immediately I wanted to be “dashing through the snow,”
rather than “sloshing through the rice paddies” or “setting up an
ambush.” I looked across the countryside and then glanced at my
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buddies to see how the rest of this infantry squad on a Christmas
Eve ambush was hanging on.
Hanging on is just what was happening. I could tell that they all
had some special Christmas thoughts of home.
With many hopes and wishes for a better world, I reached into
my rucksack and pulled out one of those god-forsaken miniature
cigarette packs that came with every C-ration packet. Yes, I was
going to rebel. If not rebel, at least do something out of the ordinary
for me. I rationalized to myself, After all it’s Christmas. I’ll
smoke a cigarette. It was a Pall Mall, an unfiltered opportunity for
“relaxing tobacco satisfaction!” I pulled my poncho over my head
to conceal the light. I inhaled and thought, Yes, this is my Christmas
celebration. It was unusual way to do something different on an outof-the-ordinary night.
The problem with my personal celebration was that I have never
been much of a tobacco aficionado. I inhaled the cigarette a few
more times and began to feel lightheaded and dizzy. Soon I was
also feeling guilty for neglecting my duties. I lifted the smoke filled
poncho off of my head and took a deep breath of the Southeast
Asian air. At the same time I ground out the cigarette into the earth
beside me. I still felt a little dizzy, but I was glad that I had done
something different on this December 24th.
I sat back against my rucksack contemplating nothing in
particular, but everything in general. Maybe it was that Pall Mall
and its nicotine playing games with my mind.
I watched a helicopter take off from Camp Evans and wondered
where it was bound to. I also wondered how all of its crew members
felt. The chopper reminded me of how an airplane always flew
over Denver on Christmas Eve with its underside decorated with a
lighted cross. I always looked forward to the sight of it as a child.
Like the plane, the chopper had shattered the silence of the night.
Hopefully, its flight was also for some noble cause.
The chopper disappeared. Another song of the season came
drifting our way. I heard a few bars and muttered, “Oh no! It can’t
be!”
Tom Koland was closest to me and he whispered back, “What
did you say?”
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I replied back to him, “Partridge in a Pear Tree.”
“What do you mean?” Tom asked.
“Do you like this song?” I asked as I motioned for him to listen
to the song.
“I wasn’t listening, I was thinking,” he replied. He paused a
moment to listen. Soon he emphatically turned his thumbs down and
shook his head no, he didn’t like it.
Neither did I. But it beat listening to the sounds of the
mosquitoes buzzing down along the river below us. Yes, it beat that
sound by quite a bit.
Suddenly we heard explosions to the north. Everyone’s thoughts
of Christmases past disappeared. The reality of where we were and
what the current situation was flashed back into our reality like a
neon sign. The glare of mortar fire lit up the northern sky. Someone
had violated the cease fire. We all hoped that no one would suffer
from the mortar fire. I felt fortunate in the fact that the danger hadn’t
been in our immediate proximity, but there was also a twinge of
regret that the night’s reflections had to be interrupted by the threat
and sight of destruction.
Soon the explosion of lights on the northern horizon stopped.
Silence prevailed, and a prayer for peace and the safety of all
seemed only natural. With the prayer on my mind, I heard “Silent
Night” ring across the lowlands from the base camp. The peaceful
sound of it remained in my mind until the dawn of Christmas Day
several hours away.
That night seems like only yesterday. Yet it was long ago.
Spending that one Christmas Eve in such an unenviable situation
has made all of those after it seem even more peaceful and
meaningful. At the same time, Christmas always has its disturbing
moments because of some of the tragedies that did occur during the
holiday season that year. Even though my thoughts are somewhat
conflicted, they all have added a true appreciation for the season,
for freedom and for peace. Thankfully, we didn’t have to fire a
shot. Hopefully, a time will come when there won’t be ambushes
anytime, anywhere.
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Mary Karen Solomon
God’s Transcendent Servant: The Immortal
Khezr Celebrated in a Masnavi
The following masnavi (a traditional Persian poetic form)
describes the main actions of the Muslim prophetic figure AlKhadir, The Green One, also known as the prophet Khezr (or
sometimes simply as Khidr). He is an enigmatic figure in Islam
with similarities to the Prophet Elijah in Jewish culture, and the
Three Nephites in Mormon culture. Like the Nephites and Elijah,
Khezr is an adviser, a helper, an enlightener. Like Elijah on the
Jewish Sabbath, Khezr is always expected and welcomed in
Muslim gatherings. A tradition states that whenever Khezr’s name
is first mentioned, “Salaam Aleikum (Peace be unto you!)” should
be added to welcome him, since Khezr may indeed be present,
immortal and anonymous (although often dressed in green).
There are four prophets believed to be immortal in Islam: Idris
(Enoch), Ilyas (Elias), Isa (Jesus) and Khezr, but Khezr is the one
sent to interact with mortals. Two different accounts explain Khezr’s
immortality. In the primordial heavens, Khezr and the angel Raphael
are lamenting that there will be no everlasting true worship of God
on the earth that God is planning to create. God overhears them
and decides to make Khezr immortal to forestall this situation.
However, the most commonly believed account, described in the
Iskandernameh, the epic Persian poem of Alexander the Great,
is that Khezr, as Alexander’s cook, found the fountain of life and
drank from it, infuriating Alexander, who could not find it himself.
Alexander threw his cook into the sea to drown him, but as he was
now immortal, he swam away as a sea demon.
Khezr has a unique function, roaming the earth as God’s
servant. He is not a nabi, a prophet, like Moses; nor is he a rasul, a
messenger to the people, like Mohammad. He knows the mind of
God and obeys God’s will. His transcendent knowledge sometimes
leads him to seemingly inexplicable or paradoxical actions. Though,
like the Three Nephites and Elijah, Khezr helps and protects people
at risk; unlike them, he is sometimes a trickster, mischievous and
unsettling as well as unpredictable and paradoxical.
One main account of Khezr’s problematic actions is found in the
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Qur’an, Sura 18, where Moses, the prophet of law and rationality,
is led to meet with him and learn from him. Tradition claims Moses
had been preaching to the children of Israel when a man asked
Moses if anyone in the world was more learned than he. When
Moses responded negatively, Allah, according to Qur’an 18:65, sent
Khezr, a precious servant blessed with deep mercy, compassion,
inner knowledge and wisdom, to meet Moses where the two seas
meet. The sign of Khezr’s presence was, appropriately enough,
the fish Moses would bring for lunch. Moses’ companion on this
journey was Joshua, son of Nun (in Arabic, “fish”). Khezr has
deep ties with the sea and is worshiped in parts of India as Khwaja
Khezr, a Hindu river god who rides a fish and wears green. Moses
met Khezr at the appointed confluence of two seas, and resolved to
travel with him and gain spiritual growth and guidance from him.
Khezr’s only stipulation is that Moses be obedient and accepting,
not questioning his actions.
Of course, Khezr’s actions, in a sequence of three, amaze
Moses and exhaust his submissiveness. Each time he questions,
until finally, after the third questioning, Khezr announces, “This
is the parting between me and you. However, I will reveal to you
the real meaning (ta’wil) of what you were not able to bear with
patience” (Qur’an 18:78). Khezr then reveals to Moses his hidden,
transcendent knowledge which led to actions both outrageous and
incomprehensible to the ethical, law-bringer Moses (breaking a
boat, killing a child, building a wall for hard and cruel people).
Joyful over being released from his demanding pupil, Khezr then
disappears. Khezr’s knowledge is beyond concerns of earth and
time; like the knowledge of Allah, who blesses him with it, it is
transcendent and inner.
Unlike the Three Nephites and Elijah, Khezr is often wise and
playful at the same time. He also intervenes in human history;
according to both Ali and Abu Bakr, Khezr attended the funeral of
Muhammad, mourning and weeping. Muhiyoddin Ibn ‘Arabi, the
13th century Spanish-Arab Sufi philosopher and mystic, claimed
Khezr as his sheikh, his initiator into the Sufi tradition. In his
Sufis of Andalusia, Ibn ‘Arabi describes his three meetings with
Khezr. In the first, as a young student, Ibn ‘Arabi contradicted his
teacher, Sheikh ‘Uryabi, over a point of doctrine and was rebuked
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by a mysterious figure in the Bazaar, who turned out to be Khezr.
Although Ibn ‘Arabi was in fact right and the Sheikh wrong over
the doctrinal point, Khezr’s point was that it is better for a student
to defer to his master than contend with him over trivialities. Ibn
‘Arabi’s second meeting with Khezr occurred in the port of Tunis in
1194. Awake with a stomach pain in a boat at midnight, Ibn ‘Arabi,
by the full-moon light, saw someone walking towards him over the
surface of the sea. The figure was Khezr. “Finally he came up to me
and stood with me. First he stood on one leg and raised the other
and I could see that this leg was not wet. Then he did the same with
the other leg. After talking to me for a while in his own language, he
saluted me and went off, making for a lighthouse [about two miles
distant].... This distance he covered in two or three steps. I could
hear him praising God on the lighthouse” (Wilson 24).
Ibn ‘Arabi’s third meeting with Khezr took place at a ruined
mosque where he had stopped, with an unbelieving companion,
to perform noon prayers. Khezr was in the congregation, and after
the prayers, Ibn ‘Arabi saw Khezr take out a small prayer carpet
and spread it in midair, seven cubits above the ground. There he
performed his superogatory prayers, afterwards telling Ibn ‘Arabi
this demonstration had been performed for the benefit of his
companion, the unbeliever. Ibn ‘Arabi’s accounts of Khezr illustrate
his playfulness as well as his sense of the dramatic.
As well as super-rational knowledge, Khezr has supernatural
power. Sky and sea obey Khezr. He protects men against theft,
drowning, burning, devils, snakes and scorpions, even at times
against the actions of kings and rulers. There are many accounts of
those who have encountered Khezr and have been helped by him.
One well-known example comes from Idries Shah, who, in The Way
of the Sufis, describes his personal experience with Khidr:
Once, while standing on the banks of the Oxus river, I saw
a man fall in. Another man, in the clothes of a dervish, came
running to help him, only to be dragged into the water himself.
Suddenly I saw a third man, dressed in a robe of shimmering,
luminous green, hurl himself into the river. But as he struck the
surface, his form seemed to change: he was no longer a man, but
a log. The other two men managed to cling to this, and together
they worked it towards the bank.
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Hardly able to believe what I was seeing, I followed at a
distance, using the bushes that grew there as cover. The men
drew themselves panting on the bank; the log floated away. I
watched it until, out of sight of the others, it drifted to the side,
and the green-robed man, soaked and sodden, dragged himself
ashore. The water began to stream from him; before I reached
him he was almost dry.
I threw myself on the ground in front of him, crying: “You
must be the Presence Khidr, the Green One, Master of the Saints.
Bless me, for I would attain.” I was afraid to touch his robe,
because it seemed to be of green fire.
He said: “You have seen too much. Understand that I come
from another world and am, without their knowing it, protecting
those who have service to perform. You may have been a disciple
of Sayyed Imdadullah, but you are not mature enough to know
what we are doing for the sake of God.”
When I looked up, he was gone, and all I could hear was a
rushing sound in the air.
After coming back from Khotan, I saw the same man. He was
lying on a straw mattress in a rest-house near Peshawar. I said to
myself: “If I was too raw the last time, this time I’ll be mature.”
I took hold of his robe, which was a very common one—
though under it I thought I saw something glow green.
“You may be Khidr,” I said to him, “but I have to know how
an apparently ordinary man like you performs these wonders...
and why. Explain your craft to me, so that I can practice it too.”
He laughed. “You’re impetuous, my friend! The last time you
were too headstrong—and now you’re still too headstrong. Go
on, tell everyone you meet that you’ve seen Khidr Elias; they’ll
put you in the madhouse, and the more you protest you’re right,
the more heavily they’ll chain you.”
Then he took out a small stone. I stared at it—and found
myself paralyzed, turned to stone, until he had picked up his
saddle-bags and walked away. When I tell this story, people
either laugh or, thinking me a storyteller, give me presents. (16162)
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A masnavi is a teaching poem, telling stories in 10-12 syllable
hemistiche lines, and interrupting the narrative flow with anecdotes
and diversions. The following masnavi describes the main legends
of Khezr.
Khezr: A Masnavi
“The God-messenger, Khidr, touches a roasted fish.
Friend sits by friend, and the tablets appear.
They read the mysteries off each other’s foreheads.” (Barks,
The Essential Rumi, p. 80)
“Bear patiently whatever is done by a true Khezr.
If he breaks holes in your boat, say nothing;
If he kills a child, do not tear your hair –
Keep him with you to teach of God’s wisdom.”
(Rumi, Mathnawi I: 2970)
Alexander had a cook, a strange cook, a wanderer
The great conqueror hoped for everlasting life.
This cook followed his search for immortal springs,
his own way, with an open heart and a blessing,
as they slashed with their swords through Hyperborea.
Today – Fish for dinner? Everyone’s favorite.
He takes two, well-dried, from the storage packs
and washes them in a pool in the forest.
Here’s a surprise: the two fishes come to life,
Two toothy fish grins, and they swim away,
chasing each other’s tails, an Ouroboras
testimony to the survival of fishes.
This is a good place for all who would swim or drink.
A seeker, now a finder, the cook drinks from the pool.
Alexander, furious, jealous, defeated, yells
“You want to be like a fish? I’ll help you,”
and throws his cook into the sea after the fish.
The cook, glowing unearthly blue-green to match the sea,
flashes through the boiling waters like a dolphin.
This is how it goes in life: the king tries to kill him
And he swims immortal in the waters of life.
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Who was the humblest man in all Israel’s history?
Deuteronomy tells us this man was Moses.
Of course, tradition says Moses himself wrote that.
One day, as Moses explained his revealed law,
a student asked, “Which man is the wisest of all?”
“I myself,” Moses replied decisively.
Allah then needed Khezr – Salaam Aleikom.
He revealed to Moses he would meet a wiser soul
where the two seas meet, in and out of time;
where this world is transcended by the next,
like encircling a square, corners now circle points;
they turn into fish and swim, head after tail,
a whirling dance between opposing currents.
Now Moses searches for this confluence of place,
a quick place, but the quest turns into a picnic:
Moses rests on a stone while Joshua spreads lunch.
Their lunch fish, browned just so and laying on the rock,
slides off and swims away; but Moses doesn’t see.
Such mystery fish swim deep and can cause trouble.
A fish called K’un lives in Northern Darkness,
claims Chuang Tzu, a huge fish thousands of miles long.
Sometimes K’un changes into a bird called P’eng.
Peng’s back is like thunder, thousands of miles wide,
and his wings hang like clouds across the seas,
fanning the fall storms and stirring up turmoil.
Joshua thinks about his fish for an entire day.
When he tells Moses the fate of their fish
they return to where the two seas meet, and wait.
The Prophet says, “Three things of the world delight the heart:
Water, green things, and a beautiful face.”
Is this not Khezr? “A person’s beauty
lies in wisdom,” says the beloved Ali.
Meeting Khezr, Moses desires such beauty
and, urged to quiet patience, he follows along.
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Riding across the sea with good-hearted men
in their sturdy boat, they see a sparrow perch
on a floating oar and dip his beak in the sea.
“Compared to the knowledge of Allah, what we know
is like the drop the sparrow removed from the sea,”
says Khezr. Then he breaks the boat. The crew scatters.
Moses can no longer be quiet, but questions him.
“Remember your vow of silence!” They travel on.
In a meadow with his friends, a young boy plays.
Like plucking an apple, Khezr pulls off his head.
“This is a terrible deed!” exclaims Moses,
“A pure young soul is dead here by your hand!”
A village of hard and suspicious folk is next.
No one greets them, no one blesses them or feeds them.
Yet al-Khadir straightens their collapsing town wall.
Neither reward nor kindness is given them.
Unhappy, Moses murmurs; Khezr begins to dance.
He claps his hands and whirls, “Again! Say it! Free me!”
So Musa complains, “Why help this horrid town?”
Time for parting!
Khezr will now reveal his knowledge:
(for Moses could not accept his actions and trust)
The boat (if working) would be seized by the king.
The boy was fated to disgrace his good parents,
(beloved of Allah and bereaved by Allah);
The wall was owned by orphans and hid a treasure
the selfish town would ravage, if uncovered.
Moses is the law-bringer; Khezr transcends the law.
He conflates both worlds in his gaze and acts for God.
Kant would not approve! These are not actions
for all men.
No categorical imperative here.
Euclid’s geometry and Newton’s gravity
cannot contain Khezr. He walks dry-footed on water
and prays in midair from a glorious rug.
Ibn ‘Arabi, stubborn, argued with his sheikh,
aged masterUryabi, about the Mahdi.
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A stranger in green looked, rebuking, in his eyes.
When Ibn ‘Arabi apologized, his sheikh said,
“Must Khezr come himself to correct you each time
you disagree with me? Be correct in conduct.”
Awake with a stomach pain, sailing by Tunis,
Ibn ‘Arabi looked out over the sea.
By the full moon’s light, someone walked toward him,
stepping lightly on the water, conversing with
Ibn ‘Arabi in strange words. He danced on the sea,
holding up his feet to show his soles were still dry
and his dance steps lithe, light and rhythmic. In two strides
he disappeared behind a far-off lighthouse.
Ibn al-Arabi could hear echoes
of praise to God rolling over the waves.
Years later, Ibn ‘Arabi journeyed down the coast
with an unbeliever, a professor,
a skeptic who believed in none of the Saints.
They stopped at an abandoned mosque for midday prayers.
There Khezr and an Imam greeted them warmly.
After prayers, he followed the Imam to thank God
and looked back. Khezr, bowed down on his prayer rug,
seven cubits in the air, performed ritual prayers.
Ibn ‘Arabi didn’t have to ask why.
Khezr, knowing he was like Moses, explained,
“For your doubting friend: no longer can he deny
the miracles of the Saints. Today he believes!”
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Khezr came to him on earth, water and air.
He came dancing on his toes and prostrate on his face.
Besides miracles, he brought a mantle,
and invested his disciple with power.
Wherever the green one sits, verdancy grows lush.
Wherever the green one breathes, hearts grow light and play.
“Blessed is he who holds the story of Musa
and al-Khadir in his heart,” said Shams Tabrizi.
“Make it your Imam!” Listen, and be silent.
			

Stefka White
The Mad Hatter’s Pancakes

After the 10 p.m. shift change, the coffee shop at the Winner’s
Inn had grown quiet. The supper crowd was leaving as gamblers
straggled in for something to eat before going home or continuing
to gamble. My section was number one, the front half of the coffee
shop, with booths lining the walls near the entrance to the attached
casino.
A man in his mid 30’s came in and ordered coffee and a stack of
pancakes. He was sitting facing the doorway to the casino. I placed
the order, ignoring the boisterous exchanges going back and forth
between the outgoing and incoming cooks. I was used to shorttempered short-order cooks who had cashed their paychecks and
gambled all day. When I returned to pick up my order, I saw a huge
stack of pancakes and thought it was some kind of joke. I didn’t
know if the joke was on me or the customer. This plate of pancakes
appeared to be six inches high and over a foot wide. Worse yet: each
pancake was several inches thick. My stack looked more like a great
big golden unfrosted layer cake.
“Very funny,” I said. “But where’s my order?” The cook, who
had been arguing with the other waitress, snarled, “Serve the
customer and shut up.” Okay. I wasn’t going to argue with a big,
tall, muscular, drunken, abusive cook in his 40s, who had a long
sharpening steel in one hand and a chef’s knife as big as a machete
in the other. As he resumed his argument with the other waitress, I
could see he was staggering drunk.
I picked up a tiny individual syrup pitcher and filled it with hot
syrup and put a scoop of whipped butter on top of the pancakes. The
butter looked pathetically miniscule, so I added two more scoops.
I was taking my time, trying to find the words to explain to the
customer why his pancakes were so big. The other waitress followed
me to the end of the counter and told me that the cook had used
waffle mix by mistake and, as he was punch drunk, no one could tell
him any different.
I took the pancakes to the table as the customer started and
asked, “What is this?” I explained that the cook had a problem and
had accidentally used waffle mix instead of pancake mix. I told him
I would be glad to bring him another order, if he wished to order
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again, preferably something other than pancakes. The customer
broke in. “Will this cost me more?” “No,” I told him. “In fact,
your breakfast is free.” I was making it up as I went. The customer
decided to keep the pancakes and asked for more syrup. I tried to
keep a straight face and from laughing as I walked from his table.
Was it human greed that caused him not to reject the gargantuan
pancakes? Was he really going to try to eat them all?
I busied myself making coffee for the rush ahead as a casino
worker entered the coffee shop. The dealer did an abrupt double
take and tried to pretend he hadn’t noticed the customer working on
a stack of pancakes which were well larger than the plate and would
have drooped over the sides if they hadn’t been so thick. He asked
me what was with the pancakes. "Why?” I joked. “Do you want
some too?” The dealer looked askance at me. I told him the cook
was drunk and the customer had insisted on keeping the pancakes.
No more needed to be said, as the cook could clearly be seen
through the pickup window waving his arms around and singing
off key while slamming plates of food around. The counter waitress
looked stressed out and distracted, as she had to work right in front
of the window where the rude and menacing cook was carrying on.
Soon afterwards, the entire casino seemed to have a sudden
urge for caffeine, as a constant stream of casino employees made
a beeline to the coffee shop to get a look at the famous pancakes.
They pretended to ignore my customer, but they didn’t do a very
good job of it. As the employees returned to the casino, laughter
began to waft into the quiet coffee shop. No doubt about it, the
casino was a lot merrier than usual. I grabbed a coffee pot and asked
the customer how his pancakes were and if he needed anything
more. He asked for coffee and more syrup.
Then the pit boss, Bea Hawkins, came into the casino, cool as
a cucumber, and well practiced at keeping a poker face. She asked
how I had handled the situation, and I told her I had offered the
customer another order, but since he wanted the pancakes, I wasn’t
going to charge him. Bea nodded, and said that I had handled the
situation correctly. She asked for the check and comped it. She
asked how I was managing to keep a straight face. I told her “with
great difficulty, and by staying out of the customer’s view.”
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The customer signaled for me and I came to the table. He
looked rather flustered, having been on display for a parade on
onlookers whose curiosity had clearly been more obvious than they
intended. He asked for the check and I said no charge. He wasted
no time in leaving the coffee shop. He had made a small wedge in
his gigantic pancakes. But I had to chuckle that he had even made
an attempt to eat them. I couldn’t help but wonder: if he had been
seated in the corner, out of view, in the slow hours, would he have
finished them off?
I dumped the celebrated pancakes into the garbage before
putting the plate in the bus tub and looked up to see the cook, still
ranting and raving, being led out by two security guards. The scene
reminded me somehow of the Mad Hatter’s Tea Party, and I had to
chuckle. Sometimes the truth is not only stranger than fiction but
more humorous as well.
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Contributors’ Notes
Sue Beachman has lived in Moffat County for thirty years. A retired school
teacher, she enjoys photography, CNCC writing classes, reading, and outdoor
adventures. About her photograph Great Divide, Sue writes, “My husband and I
took an afternoon in late summer to find his aunt's one room schoolhouse on the
Great Divide north of Craig. This picture helps capture the stark beauty of that
area.”
Pete Bergmann is a 34-year resident of Craig and recently retired educator who
enjoys the outdoors. Pete writes, “I am always looking for a new place to explore
whether it be by skiing, hiking, or biking. I have experienced many awesome places
in the back country of Moffat and Routt Counties. Carrying my camera has become
a habit and allowed me to capture the photographs in this publication.”
Yuri Chicovsky has taught at CNCC Craig as an instructor of photography,
creative writing, and memoir writing. He is currently filming Fortification, a
documentary about a Moffat County sheep ranching family.
Ken “Howdy” Davis, who lives west of Craig, was born in Luzerne County,
Pennsylvania, the heart of anthracite hard coal country. He was the oldest of six
boys who lived for hunting and fishing; he has hunted and fished all over the
country, including Alaska. After retiring from Johnson and Johnson Company at
age 55, Howdy came west to Colorado to hunt and never went home.
Jim DeLung is the instructor of social sciences at CNCC’s Rangely campus.
While conducting research for an essay about propaganda and Pat Tillman’s death,
DeLung came across the quotations included in this piece. DeLung is hoping his
essay will be published in a two-volume anthology addressing problems with
American political discourse.
Peggy Gonzales’ maternal and paternal grandparents migrated to Oklahoma in
1901 in covered wagons with their families. Both families homesteaded near
Lawton, Oklahoma. Peggy writes that her three sons and four grandchildren “think
everyone has to have electricity. I hope to compare the times my parents lived to
my life in the early 1930’s and life as my family lives today.”
Barb Gregoire retired from a career of teaching in the public schools several
years ago to follow her passion of working with clay. Today she teaches ceramics
at CNCC in Craig and creates her own work at Milner Mud Works Studio. Her
pieces often take on abstract shapes, with detailed hand-etchings and modern
irregularities. Particular pattern, rhythm, color and shape resonates a lively attitude
that she hopes can be felt when one holds a created piece.
Clancie Guinn is a pencil artist from Craig, Colorado. Clancie writes, “This
drawing was created from a photograph I took at Elkhead Ranch during a Team
Roping event. In each of my drawings, I focus on the detail and try to capture the
overall beauty of western lifestyles.”
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Sheila Harper, a developmental English and Reading instructor at CNCC Craig,
writes, “I originally created the world in ‘Revelation’ nearly 30 years ago. I recently
picked it up again and after revising the story to make it clearer, I have been
exploring the idea of a novel based on it—with a few changes.”
Roberta Hawks writes, “Pottery has become a major focus in my life. I love
exploring shape, color, and texture with clay. Five years ago, I began taking pottery
classes at CNCC. I have never looked back. Bringing a handmade piece into
people's lives is a privilege.”
Janele Husband writes, “Ever since I became the owner of my first camera at
age 10, I have been considered a ‘shutter bug.’ After retiring from teaching, I've
been able to enjoy my hobby of photography full-time. I have lived in Craig since
1982 and Northwest Colorado provides a plethora of places and opportunities for
capturing amazing shots!” About her photograph Evening Reflections at Rainbow
Park, Janele notes, “The evening sun creates a rich reflection at a favorite oasis of
river rats . . . located in our backyard: Rainbow Park Campground on the Green
River.”
Bill Lawrence grew up in North Avondale, Colorado, from 1945 through 1958.
He is a retired attorney who has lived in Craig since 1970. He has taught several
paralegal courses and American government at CNCC. Bill notes that his article
was drafted for the Memoir Writing class for Wellness Wednesday in Craig.
Dan Minor writes, “I recently retired from CNCC as the Dean of Instruction at the
Craig Campus. I spent from April 1970 through April 1971 in South Viet Nam in an
infantry platoon. In my retirement I am working on memoirs from that experience
and on other fiction and non-fiction writing projects.”
Ally Palmer, a CNCC Rangely student, comments, “I love to write and explore
new aspects of my writing. Creative Writing classes at CNCC have definitely made
me explore unfamiliar and unconventional types of writing. This piece is one that I
took a stab at; I hope everyone likes it.”
Rose Peterson is a Rangely High School student who enrolled in Creative Writing
I & II at CNCC. Rose notes that she is “just starting to really experiment with
poetry.”
David Morris has been writing poetry about Moffat Country for the last twenty
years. David writes, “I love high western desert country and believe we are
fortunate to live in one of the last unspoiled places in the great state of Colorado.”
Bill Muldoon of Craig is a retired newspaper publisher and longtime Hispanic
folk art collector. Bill writes that “Mexican Trees of Life are traditionally onesided, meant to be displayed against a wall. I thought, ‘Why not two sides, each
different?’ Gaudy, colorful, busy style and ornamentation are traditional.”
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Janet Sheridan has a poem and a short story in this issue of Waving Hands.
Janet writes, “I belong to a poetry group in Craig where the positive energy of the
participants encourages me to keep at it. I think writing poetry improves my prose
by forcing my attention to every word. . . . I decided to experiment with writing
fiction after concentrating for several years on nonfiction, primarily memoir. ‘Last
Intersection’ is my first attempt. I found the ability to imagine beyond the facts
required by nonfiction to be liberating. However, the need to create a sustainable,
believable plot and characters beyond my life story was challenging.”
Kathy Simpson teaches biology and math at CNCC Craig. Kathy writes of her
photograph 3 Blaze, “There’s not a high-maintenance, over-groomed show horse
amongst them. These are the working-class proletariats of the West, the ranch
horses.” About H. leucocephalus, Kathy writes, “Every January, several bald eagles
grace the cottonwoods on our ranch. This particular one likes to supervise our
morning chores from his roost.”
Mary Slack, a CNCC Rangely student, composed her poem “3220 E 1/2 Road"
for Creative Writing II and describes it as “a patchwork of the things I remember
about being six years old.” Mary writes that “Polihale Flame is a photo that I took
on the Hawaiian Island of Kauai at one of the most western points of the US called
Polihale Beach. In Alli's Carnival, my niece Alli stopped for a photograph while
searching for eggs on Easter Sunday.”
Mary Karen Solomon teaches English, literature, philosophy, and art and music
appreciation/history at CNCC Craig. One of her major interests is Comparative
Religion. She developed an interest in the figure of Khezr at a NEH summer
seminar on the poet Rumi. She has a strong suspicion she may have met Khezr
when he turned up (in a green car) one winter day to dislodge her and her
Mitsubishi from a hole filled with ice.
Laurie Sorensen writes, “I am a second year student at CNCC studying science;
I commute to Rangely daily from Vernal, Utah, where I live. ‘Inhaling a Nail’ was
written for an English 121 cause and effect essay assignment fall semester 2010.”
Yuriy Struzhinskiy was born in Smolensk, Russia, and had an early interest in
poetry, but it was later dropped as a major hobby due to a growing interest in
athletics. Both "Winter Garden" and "Letters" were originally written in Russian
and then translated into English during fall semester of 2010 for Creative Writing I
at CNCC Rangely.
Stefka White writes, “‘The Mad Hatter’s Pancakes’ is a true depiction of life
imitating art. I have enjoyed learning about writing my experiences in the Memoir
Writing class and listening to the stories others tell. The class has sparked memories
which I would like to pass on to my family.”
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In Northwest Colorado near Rangely is the

Yuriy Struzhinskiy
Winter Garden
Quiet and deserted winter garden,
Like me, it did not hear the indignation
Bells, their destination roar,
Holy, like babies asleep in the royal snow.
Close to its quietness crystallized sadness,
Captured proud profile of its frozen life,
Tangled up in the trees the wind’s voice,
And reality’s transparent “now.”
Quiet and deserted winter garden ...

